
Reading Part 4 Activity ī

p Cnect that students understand the key
vocabulary: heort, lungs, blood, oxygen.
Students reread the article in order to answer
the multiple-choice questions. Point out to
students that in this exercise there are three
multiple-choice options, while in the exam itself
there are four.

Answers
1B 2A 3A 48 5C 6C 7A 8A

Follow up
Ask students to write 1 00-1 50 words about a

sportsman or woman they would like to meet.
Describe whot they do and their sporting
ochievements.
Whot questions would you like to ask them?

&**ding ?art 4 Activity ī

Redefi ne your li m Redefi ne myour li tsts
Worm up

One way of introducing some of the key vocabulary would be to draw a simple picture on the board of the
upper half of the human body, showing the heart, lungs and rib cage. Ask a volunteer to label the picture.

You could also įntroduce some of the key vocabulary 'naiurally' through a combination of discussion and
'listen-and-do', as follows.

Ask students to stand up, breathe in, hold their breath for a count offour, then breathe out slowly. Teli

them to repeat the exercise, but this time to notice what happens to their chest and rib cage. Ask them to
hold theįr breath for a count of ten, and then to breathe out With a sigh. Did it feel different thi5 time? Was it
ļess comfortable, or the 5ame? (NB We don't recommend this if any of your students have respiratory or
other problems.)
Discuss with students their experiences of swimming and diving. For example:

Wto catt suim the ĮengĮh of n swinnting pool unt\erwater?

Has anyone eaer dįaed ttsit breathing eqt pnten!?

IMat do you tlthft is the longest tinte anyone could hoĮd their breath uhen undenttater?

I nead the article quickly and answer this
question.

Free diving is

A diving with special breathing equipment.

B a competition for groups of divers.

C diving as deep as you can on just one breath
of arr.

Ę nead the fįrst half of the article again.

1 What did Tanya Streeter do in July 2003?

2 Why was it a difficult thing to do?

Ę nead the article again and choose the
correct answeĘ A, B, or C.

1 Which heading best summarises the artlcle?

A The dangers of free diving

B Free diving: the power of mind over body

C Water sports in the Īurks and Caicos lslands

2 During Tanya Streeter's record dive, her
heart beat

A more slowly than usual.

B faster than usual.

C at the normal rate for an adult.

3 What happened to Tanya's lungs?

A They were squeezed smaller.

B They expanded.

C They stopped working.

4 While you are holding your breath,

A your body doesn't use any oxygen.

B your body still uses oxygen.

C your body breathes by itself.

5 What does the writer feel about Īanya's dive?

A She wants to try it herself.

B She couldn't try it because she has a

normal heart.

C She thinks it would be unpleasant.

6 How does Tanya train for a dive?

A She goes on a diet.

B She swims up and down the pool with
heavy objects.

C She lifts heavy objects underwater.

7 During her record dive, what did the other
divers do?

A They sent signals to her.

B They checked her breaihing equipment.

C Īhey dived with her.

8 What does Tanya feel when she dļves?

A The sea is looking after her.

B She has to fight against the sea.

C The sea contains spirits.

TOPIC
Extreme sports

TIME
50 minutes

KEY TANGUAGE
Vocabulary: organs
of the body; how
we breathe

PREPARATION
One photocopy of
the activiŅ page for
each student

Moin octivities
Students can do these activities in pairs or small
groups.

I cive out the activity sheets.

Ask students to look at the picture of Tanya

StreeteĻ and talk about these qUestions.

Whot kind of person do you think she is?

What do you think she does?

Refer them to the map of the Turks and Caicos
lslands.

Whot do you think this environment is like?

What kind of environment iS Suįtable for diving
ond other water sports?
Īell students to read the article once fairly quickly
in order to understand what free diving involves.
Īhey should not Worry too much at this stage
about the meaning of every word in the article.

They answer the multiple-choice question.

Answer
c

Ę students reread the fįrst half ofthe article.

Suggested answers
1 She broke the world record by diving to 12'l metres on

one breath, which lasted for 3 minutes 38 seconds.

2 lt was ditficult because the bOdy needs a constant

supply of oxygen and itš very difficu|t to stop breathing

for that long.
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l_F-īry holdirrg your breath.

I Ho* long can you hold
J- it for? 30 seconds? 45? lf

you can manage a minute,
you're doing well. Now
consider Tanya Streeter, the
free diver. In July 2003 she
broke the world record by
diving to 121 metres on one
breath which lasted her for 3
minutes, 38 seconds! Tanya's
motto is 'redefine your limits', and she's certainly an
amazing example of what a human being can achieve
through courage, determination and intensive training.
But I'm not sure I would like to follow her example:
during the dive her heart rate slowed down to 15 beats a
minute (60 to 100 beats is the normal rate for an adult);
her lungs compressed like scrunched up plastic bags,
and the blood stopped flowing to her hands and feet.

'Coming up by yourself is very difficult because you
are not breathing, but your body is using up oxygen,'
she says, which all sounds rather uncomfortable to meļ

Mind you, Tanya always trains hard before a dive: for
three months she builds up her physical fitness with a
programme of exercise, which includes weight training
- underwater! 'I take the weights down,' she says,
'then hold my breath and do as much as I can. I also
swim up and down the pool underwater but without
holding anything.'

There are strict safety procedures for every dive. For
her record-breaking dive off the Turks and Caicos
Islands in 2003, there were 14 other divers providing
help and support. Some of them, wearing breathing
equipment, took up positions at different depths in the
water. During the dive, they banged on pieces of metal
to let Tanya know what depth she had reached.

Tanya doesn't believe her achievements are only a

matter of physical training: 'Ninety-five per cent of it is
about mental strength. I have never let my mind
dictate what my body can do.'And for her diving is
almost a spiritual experience: 'I have an incredible
sense of inner peace throughout a dive. I feel very
protected when I'm underwater. I feel as though the
sea is on my side and I've always been successful in
that environment.'
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